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This is the busiest time of the
semester for most students, and with
only three weeks remaining, schedules
are tight and time is short. In addition
to finishing the semester strong by
completing final papers, projects, and
exams, for returning students and
even new ones, now is the best time to
prepare for the coming fall semester.
Starting next fall, Parkland will be
instituting a new registration process
called “On Time Registration.”
Statistics show that students who plan
for the semester in advance instead of
signing up at the last minute perform
significantly better scholastically,
and this program is designed to bring
that success to Parkland students by
encouraging effective planning and
time management.
The first and perhaps the most
important thing students should be
aware of is that the registration process
and deadlines for paying tuition under
the new OTR program have changed
significantly. The most important
of these changes are the new drop
dates for non-payment, which are a
preliminary drop on July 29 and a final
drop on August 12.
Students who are dropped for nonpayment on August 12 will not be able
to re-register for any 16 week courses
at all. If they still wish to take classes
after the drop, they must enroll for
a 13 week or an eight week version,
but should keep in mind these shorter
sessions contain the same amount
of work but will be presented at an
accelerated pace that some students
may find it difficult to keep up.
“Start early, this is not a one day
process as students need to have
registered a class schedule with a
payment plan in place that is finalized
at least a week in advance of the first
drop date,” Dean of Students Marietta
Turner said. “All students should read
pages four to six of the fall course
schedule for specific details on drop
dates and new refund policies to avoid
any confusion about the dates and
times.”
Planning your class schedule can be
tricky, but students can meet with an
advisor in the Counseling & Advising
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Tips for preparing for Parkland’s Job Fair

Illustration by Robert West/The Dallas Morning News
Peter Cowley
Staff Writer
The Parkland Job Fair will be here
on Thursday, April 10, 2014 from
1:30 p.m to 5:30 p.m, and over 70
employers will be attending to recruit
potential employees. While finding a
job can be very stressful, this fair
helps put students directly in touch
with job fair goers, giving them a leg
up in their search.
There are plenty of great methods
and resources that can help students
overcome the stress of finding a job,
and will likely increase their chances
of getting hired by one of the many
employers in the Job Fair.
Parkland College’s website is a
great resource for finding out more
information on the Job Fair and the
employers that will be present at the
event.

The Career Center has also posted a
very helpful collection of information,
which advises students on how to
dress or act in a job interview, which
can all be found in the Career Center
section of Parkland’s website.
This information can help students
prepare a decent resume, teach
them how to dress appropriately,
and explain how to make a good
first impression. Every registered
employer is listed on the website, so
it’s easy for students to get only and
see if there is an employer they might
be interested in working for.
“I know that the reason someone
would be at the Job Fair is because
they’re looking for a job,” Sandy
Spencer, Director of the Career
Center said. “But if you approach
the Job Fair like you just want to get
contacts, get information, and get
advice, it makes things so much easier

EARLY
continued from page 1

While all this planning and preparation may
seem like an issue better left to the simplicity
of an uncomplicated summer, having it done
beforehand can save headaches later if students’
plans change or if courses are dropped due
to low enrollment. Students can always drop
classes, but some fill up quickly and students
can be placed on waiting lists, delaying their
academic advancement which can be serious if
the unavailable class is a prerequisite or early
in a sequence.
“Have next fall’s schedule completed and
verified before finals of this semester,” Student
Services Advisor Mary Kay Smith said. “Making
changes to a plan after it is already in motion is
much simpler than trying to create one at the
last minute.”
Students that work while attending school
need to make sure classes and work shifts can

than if you walk in there thinking ‘I
want to get a job out of this.’ People
usually tend to feel a little more
relaxed when I tell them to approach
it that way.”
Employers won’t like it if you don’t
seem focused, or if you don’t show any
interest in working for the company.
“If you’re at the Job Fair and you go
up to an employer and they ask you
what kind of job you’re looking for,
they don’t want to hear you say that
you don’t care and just need a job,”
Spencer said.
Having a plan on what you want
to say to the employers will alleviate
some of the stress of walking around
the Job Fair.
“With any interview, you have to
think of it as in ‘What can I bring to
the table?’ What do you have to offer
them? Even if it is entry level and it’s
all new to you, you can still think of

fit in a realistic manner. Picking a schedule
earlier allows freedom to plan a semester that
is less hectic and less stressful.
“Registering early can enable students to pick
a better class schedule due to more availability
before the preferred sections are full.” Dennis
Kaczor, Assistant Director of Admissions and
Records said. “In addition, having financial aid,
book vouchers, and class schedules completed
early can help new students get acclimated to
Parkland and smooth the transition from high
school.”
Clearly there are many reasons for
registering early, and the benefits outweigh any
negatives one might face when working ahead,
so students should take an hour or two to plan
out next fall. Simply having it done will be a
huge relief allowing students to really enjoy
their summer and be ready to return for the
fall term.
For more information on Parkland’s new On
Time Registration program, visit a counselor at
the Counseling and Advising department in the
B Wing.

your professional strengths. So, know
what your strengths and skills are,”
Spencer explained.
When you are looking for business
cards and applications from different
employees, it is very important to be
confident. Some of the employers
such as Carle Clinic or some places
in the U of I will have many people
waiting in line to talk to them, so be
sure to have a set list of things to say
to the employers.
“I definitely believe that the
Parkland Job Fair is a great chance to
practice finding a career,” Parkland
Student Lauren Mink said. This is
true, since dealing with rejection is
something that students will have to
be prepared for, but that is why it is
important to obtain more than one
contact or business card.
“I’m hoping to act much more
relaxed or calm and have a very

STUDENT
continued from page 1

Student Life offices were planning to move to
the new building from their old location in the
X Wing during this time.
“From the front door, it is going to be easy
for everybody. You walk in the front door,
and everybody is right there. So it not like
you have to go to counseling over here, then
go to financial aid over there, everything is
all together,” Student Life Secretary Sarah
Minyard said.
According to Tichenor, the Student Life
Offices’ former location will eventually be
remodeled and converted to classrooms.
“So when you think about it, the fact that we
are moving will free a bunch of space in our
old location for classrooms. Student Life has
been expanding, but our space has not. So now
students have more places to go,” Minyard
explained.

Fact or Fiction?

positive attitude. The Parkland
Job Fair definitely makes things
a lot easier in terms of setting up
interviews or sending in applications.
I’m hoping to get a job at Carle Clinic
and just get my foot in the door. So
I think my best chance would be to
act confident and not freak out when
I’m around them,” Parkland Student
Johannah Fryer said.
If you are hoping to create a decent
resume for the employers to see, and
aren’t confident in what you have
written down so far, you are not alone.
The Career Center in Parkland, which
is located in A175, will be allowing
students to walk in with their resumes,
and have a Career Counselor look at it
before the Job Fair.
For more information on Parkland
College’s Job Fair, please visit http://
www.parkland.edu/careercenter/.

Another one of the additions to the Student
Services Center will be a new substation for
the Public Safety office, which will be located
across from the bookstore on the first floor. It
will be one of two substations in the school, the
other being in the College Center.
“It will be a lot more approachable since
it is not the big police office. It will be more
personal and a lot nicer because everything
there is new. During the office hours in the
daytime, we will most likely be in that area
because that is when a lot of people will be
there,” Kopmann said.
Added space for students will be a nice
change for many at Parkland, as clubs and
organizations will now have a place to go and
set up their meetings, and students will have
a larger space to relax and study in between
classes.
For updates on the Student Services Center,
or to follow updates on other additions to the
campus, visit www.parkland.edu/constructionupdate/sscenter.aspx.

Show current ID and receive $10 off
application fee at Westgate Apartments

FACT: An episode of Myth Busters
proved that by twisting and weaving
standard prison-issued toilet paper, it
would become strong enough to hold a
human’s weight.

1600 W. Bradley Ave. Champaign, IL
Open M-F 9am - 5:30pm, Sat. 10am - 4pm
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Sleep deprivation’s effect on students

Illustration by Amber Walters/Prospectus News
Mackenzie Eisenmann
Staff Writer
The fast approaching end of the
semester and promise of summer
break brings a change in the
students of Parkland College. Often
in the weeks following spring break,
previously focused, sharp students
become lethargic and distracted.
Music Education major Olivia
Gramly said that she thinks a lack of
sleep, rather than bored students is
the cause of this change.
“Students get a lot of big projects
and tests that pile up at the end of the
semester, so they have to stay up late
to get things done,” Gramly said.
You can see evidence of this
everywhere; students with sunken
in eyes yawning as they shuffle from

one class to the next, classmates
dozing off in during a lectures and
lounge chairs full of snoring students.
According to the University of
Georgia’s Health Center, most college
students get around six hours of sleep
each night, but really need around
eight. Only losing two hours of sleep
each night may seem miniscule,
especially for active, busy students
who are used to such a schedule. But
only getting six hours of sleep each
night means that 14 necessary hours
of sleep are being lost every week.
That is 112 hours each semester.
While eight hours of sleep is a good
rule of thumb, different people may
need more or less sleep than that.
The University of Georgia offers this
advice on determining whether or not
you need more sleep,

“If you are frequently tired or
irritable during the day and find
yourself sleeping more than an extra
two hours per night on weekends,
then you are probably not getting
enough sleep during the week. Try
for seven to eight hours and see how
you feel”
There are many side effects of
being deprived of sleep. The most
obvious effects of sleep deprivation
are feeling tired and unfocused.
This can negatively affect students’
performance at school.
“I get tired easily, and when I
am tired, I find it really hard to
concentrate on school, so my attention
starts drifting in classes,” Sports
Management major Rahad Mitchel
said.
Sleep deprivation can also lead to

weight gain. Less sleep leads to an
increase in ghrelin, a hormone that
causes junk-food cravings. Mitchel
admitted that he has experienced an
increase in his appetite when he is
feeling tired and run-down.
Making a habit of sleeping less
than eight hours a night can also lead
to other more serious health issues.
Sleep loss can lead to a higher risk of
heart disease, high blood pressure,
diabetes and stroke as well as many
other life threatening illnesses.
Getting a good night’s sleep sounds
nice, but it can be difficult to find the
time to get eight hours of sleep every
night. The National Sleep Foundation
website advised that making a sleep
schedule is the best way to make sure
you get the sleep you need.
“Establish a bed and wake-time and

stick to it, coming as close as you can
on the weekends. A consistent sleep
schedule will help you feel less tired
since it allows your body to get in
sync with its natural patterns. You
will find that it’s easier to fall asleep at
bedtime with this type of routine,” the
National Sleep Foundation’s website
read.
Although the summer is fast
approaching, it’s important for
students to remember to buckle
down and keep their heads focused
for the lest stretch of the semester to
make sure they finish strong. Plenty
of rest can make be the difference
between performing well and dozing
off during lectures.
For more tips on how to get more
hours of sleep, go to http://www.
helpguide.org/life/sleep_tips.htm.
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The following editorial appeared
in the Los Angeles Times on
Thursday, April 3:
--On
Wednesday,
conservatives on the U.S.
Supreme Court continued
their project of undermining
reasonable
attempts
by
Congress to limit the corrupting
influence of money in election
campaigns. The same 5-4
majority that lifted limits on
corporate political spending
in the Citizens United decision
struck down long-standing
limits on the total amount a
citizen can donate during an
election cycle. As in Citizens
United, the majority held that
the restrictions violated 1st
Amendment protections for
political speech.
This decision does not
disturb limits on how much
a donor can give to a single
candidate
or
committee
(so-called base limits). Even
so, it will open the floodgates
for campaign donations by
wealthy individuals. Before
Wednesday’s ruling, a single
donor was barred from giving
more than $123,200 in total to
federal candidates and party
and other political committees.
Now a donor will be able to
contribute
the
maximum
to as many candidates and
committees as he likes (the
ceiling for donations to a
candidate is $5,200). That sort
of largesse will not be ignored.
In an opinion signed by three
other justices, Chief Justice
John G. Roberts Jr. said that the
aggregate limits couldn’t be
justified as an anticorruption
measure. Roberts also disputed
the conclusion of a lower
court (and of Justice Stephen
G. Breyer in his dissent) that
abolishing aggregate limits

would make it easier for
donors to circumvent the base
limits as well.
But
the
focus
on
circumvention is too narrow.
Even if a donor’s contributions
are divvied up in a way that
respects the contribution
limits for each individual
candidate,
the
overall
financial commitment to the
party and its candidates will
leave both in the donor’s debt.
The campaign reform group
Democracy 21 notes that
after Wednesday’s decision,
a presidential nominee could
form a joint fundraising
committee and solicit a
contribution of as much as
$1,199,600 from a single donor
for the election cycle. Does
anyone doubt that the person
who signed that check would
expect special consideration
from the candidate who
solicited it?
Roberts was untroubled
by the idea that megadonors would receive special
treatment in exchange for
their largesse. The only
corruption worth worrying
about, he suggested, was quid
pro quo corruption, which
he defined as the “exchange
of an official act for money.”
But, as Breyer noted in his
dissent, “the anticorruption
interest that drives Congress
to
regulate
campaign
contributions is a far broader,
more important interest.... It
is an interest in maintaining
the integrity of our public
governmental institutions.”
That integrity is impaired
when wealthy donors can
purchase access to the
people’s representatives by
writing million-dollar checks.
The court was wrong to give
its blessing to such examples
of “free speech.”
--(c)2014 Los Angeles Times

Illustration by Rick Nease/Detroit Free Press

How the fast-food corporations
pickpocket their workers
Tsedeye Gebreselassie
McClatchy-Tribune News Service
Last month, McDonald’s was hit with
multiple class-action lawsuits alleging
that the company routinely violated
minimum wage, overtime and other
workplace laws through a variety of
illegal schemes that had one goal in
common: drive down labor costs by
stealing from workers.
On Tuesday we learned that lawbreaking in the fast-food industry is not
limited to McDonald’s. A national poll
surveying workers at nearly two dozen
fast-food chains finds that nearly nine
in 10 of these workers - 89 percent - had
wages stolen by their employer.
The scope of wage theft that this poll
finds is stunning. But it’s not surprising.
It underscores an often overlooked
fact of life for fast-food workers: the
practice of stealing wages, commonly
called “wage theft,” is a national
epidemic. It eats away at the livelihood
of already underpaid workers, and it’s
a persistent problem in the fast-food
industry, which is why the Department
of Labor has named restaurants and
fast food as one of its priority industries
for strategic enforcement.
As the report documents, fastfood corporations are finding everincreasing ways to rob workers of their
pay. Sixty percent of surveyed fastfood workers experienced “off-theclock” violations - meaning they were
required to work (without pay) before
punching in and after punching out.
Nearly half - 48 percent - who worked
more than 40 hours in a week did not
receive overtime pay. Workers even
reported not being reimbursed for gas
while making deliveries, having meals
they had not eaten deducted from their
paychecks, and having their paychecks
bounce.
These findings are commonplace
in the low-wage industries that are
increasingly defining our labor market.
In a 2009 National Employment Law

Fight for 15/MCT

Tyree Johnson, a 21-year veteran McDonald’s worker who makes $8.35 per
hour, joined workers in 62 cities, August 29, 2013, in a national strike action.
Johnson is seen striking in the Brighton Park neighborhood of Chicago, Ill.
Project study that surveyed 4,500
low-wage workers in New York City,
Chicago and Los Angeles, researchers
found a quarter were paid less than the
minimum wage, 76 percent were not
paid overtime wages owed to them, and
70 percent of those who were required

to work before or after their regular
shift did not receive any pay for this
work.
And the effect of this rampant noncompliance with core labor standards
is staggering - the average worker in
NELP’s 2009 study lost more than $2,600

a year due to wage theft, a significant
portion of an already paltry paycheck.
Extrapolate this sum to the growing
mass of low-wage workers across the
country and literally billions of dollars
are being stolen.
This theft isn’t simply a matter
of injustice for these workers.
Communities suffer when wage theft
becomes a way of doing business. Lawabiding businesses can’t compete with
wage cheats who shave their operating
costs by breaking the law. The less
money that wage earners bring home,
the less money they have to spend on
basics like food, clothing and household
necessities, depriving local businesses
of much needed consumer dollars and
hampering our economic recovery.
The poll surveyed workers at our
nation’s largest and most recognizable
fast-food
corporations,
including
Burger King, McDonald’s and Wendy’s.
This highlights another feature of
wage theft - it’s not limited to the
underground economy or to a few
bad apples. It happens throughout our
economy, creating a race to the bottom
in which employers large and small
routinely violate workplace laws once
considered sacred. Illegal practices
like forcing employees to work through
required rest breaks or before punching
in and after punching out, not paying
time and a half for overtime, deducting
from wages for mandatory job-related
expenses have all become accepted
business strategies, especially in lowwage industries, for employers to
reduce labor costs.
It’s past time to hold these employers
accountable for cheating workers out
of their hard-earned pay. Nothing is
as basic or as uncontroversial as the
proposition that if you work, you should
get paid for that work. As some of our
nation’s largest low-wage employers,
fast food employers should be setting
standards, not breaking them.
--(c) 2014, McClatchy-Tribune
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The two most important days in your life are
the day you are born and the day you find out
why.

-Mark Twain
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Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.
If you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork.
Need a little help? The hints page shows a logical order to solve the puzzle.
Use it to identify the next square you should solve. Or use the answers page
if you really get stuck.

A touchstone to determine the actual worth of an "intellectual" -- find out
how he feels about astrology.
-- Lazarus Long

Place your classified here for only $5 per
week. Ads must be less than three lines or 30
words. Contact our ad department today!
217-351-2206 or prospectusads@parkland.edu

Condo for Rent
2 BR, 1 Bath furnished condo with 2 car garage
on Heritage Dr. close to Parkland College. Avail.
for school yr. Aug-June. $775/month utilities includ.
Washer/dryer, all appliances. No smoking.
Phone: 309-825-5565 or 825-5566.

Intermediate Sudoku by KrazyDad, Volume 1, Book 6

Sudoku
Sudoku
#5 (intermediate)

YOUR AD HERE

Baytowne Apartments is seeking a cafe
associate to work evenings and weekends.
Please send resume to cafe@baytowne.net
or apply in person at 1000 Baytowne Drive,
Champaign.
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Parkland Softball heats up the spring
Alex Wallner
Sports Writer
As the weather starts to heat up, Parkland’s
softball team is beginning to do the same thing.
The now fifth nationally ranked team has an
outstanding 16-5 record, and has won their last
four games, bringing them to a total of eight
wins out of 10.
The Cobra’s recent victories have been
sweeps of rival and eighteenth nationally
ranked Heartland Community College and
unranked Spoon River College.
The Cobras have been getting much needed
support from the freshmen on the team this year
as athletes Alexis Royer, Kristine Herdegen
and Taylor Spivey have all stepped up to the
team’s success.
Royer and Herdegen are helping the team
with their bats as both have two and three
home runs and twenty and fifteen runs batted
in respectively. Spivey is also helping with her
average as she is currently batting .417, with
ten runs batted in.
The season has started very well for the
Cobras and the players agree, as many feel
as if they have worked hard enough to get the
recognition they have received.
“I actually think we have come a long way and
our team chemistry is really up there right now
and we’re just playing together well,” Biology
major Erin Hettinger said.
This season does not mirror last season
at all, as the past season was filled with high
expectations in light of the team’s finish at the
National Tournament two years prior. Last
season had the Cobras ranked second nationally
in the pre-season polls.
This year is different as the expectations
aren’t too high from the NJCAA point-of-view,
but the athletes are still looking forward to a
long and successful run, hopefully ending in a
National victory.
Social Work major Alex Jacobs said that this
season was far different than last because of the
team this year and their urge to get better and

progress every day.
“This year we have a lot to
prove to not only teams in our
conference, but everyone. We fell
short last year and I think that not
only surprised us, but everyone
else. We have a lot to prove to
everyone and that makes us work
that much harder,” Jacobs said.
Losing
in
the
regional
tournament last season was very
humbling for this team, as they
realized that they had to work
harder and perform better than
how they were playing. The
women’s desire to improve gave
them even more fire to perform
during the offseason to lead up to
the spring season.
“Yes I do have very high
expectations for our team this
year,” Elementary Education
major Royer said. “I think we
have the ability to make it to
nationals and I would like nothing
more than to accomplish that goal
with this team.”
Having such high expectations
comes with improving throughout
the course of the year, especially
for younger teams. Teams with
primarily freshmen athletes
do not usually have the most
experience, and coming from
high schools diamonds can be a
tough adjustment.
So far the athletes on this team
have handled the adjustments well, and each
player on the team feels as though they are
getting better with every swing and pitch.
“I’m trying to improve my game individually
as much as possible to make our team better as
a whole. I’m trying to improve all areas of my
game, both offensively and defensively, so that
I can help contribute to the team’s success,”
Royer said.

Illustration by Chuck Todd /The Contra Costa Times
Just like Royer, Jacobs also believes she
can get better on the field by improving her
softball IQ and focusing on the fundamentals of
the game, something she has been working on
throughout the preseason.
“I’m focusing on the little things, such as
moving runners, putting runners in scoring
position and even scoring runners regardless of
how my at bat ends up. I’m not worried about

getting the big hits or swinging as hard as I
can,” Jacobs commented.
Parkland returns to action at home on
Wednesday, April 9, 2014 against Olney Central
at 2 p.m. and on Saturday, April 12, 2014 against
rival Spoon River at 1 p.m.
For more information on Parkland Softball,
please visit http://www.parkland.edu/athletics/
softball.
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Sony introduces virtual reality headset for PS4
Mace Mackiewicz
Staff writer

system as well as what they
hope it can do.
“Our current prototype
On Tuesday, March 18, 2014
for
Project
Morpheus
Sony revealed their newest
features a head mounted
addition to the PlayStation 4’s
display with 1080p resolution
repertoire: a virtual reality
and a 90 degree field of
headset known for the time
view. Accelerometer and
being as “Project Morpheus.”
gyroscope sensors built into
This headset will allow people
the head mounted unit as
to look inside the world of the
well as PlayStation Camera
game separately from the
accurately
tracks
head
controller, along with other
orientation and movement,
innovative features.
so as your head rotates, the
A week before the Game
image of the virtual world
Developers
Conference,
rotates intuitively in realrumors started to run amok on
time,” the press release read.
the internet that Sony would
The
press
release
be announcing a headset of
explained that the virtual
their own. As soon as it was
reality headset would also
announced that they would
replicate stereo 3-D sound
be having a presentation
that will dynamically change
and no cameras would be
depending on where the
allowed several sites started
players head is pointed at
to speculate what was going
during the game and what is
to be shown or announced by
going on around them during
Sony during the conference.
that current time.
Virtual reality has been
Sony showed the headset
attempted in the game
to attendees at GDC, where
industry before. The most
they got to play a couple of
infamous of these was
demonstration games as well
Nintendo’s “Virtual Boy,” a
as a modified version of the
console/handheld hybrid that
new game “Thief,” and were
only output red images and
able to experience “Project
was well known for causing
Morpheus” for themselves.
people’s eyes to hurt. There
Mass
Communication
have also been countless
major Austin Douglas stated
head-mounted video games
that he is excited for virtual
in the past, but they all take
reality headset.
place in a 2-D field.
“Ever since I was a kid
Photo courtesy of Sony/MCT
A more successful foray Virtual reality headsets appear to be at the edges of the mainstream. One of the latest products, Sony’s Project Morpheus, is an
I always thought it would
into virtual reality was the impressive piece of tech.
be really cool to actually be
“Oculus rift,” a headset that
inside the video game and
was successful through a kick starter in 2012,
The prospect of virtual reality on a home
“I remember when I was a kid there was an actually really explore the world the game
and is currently in the development stage. The video game console is something that has been episode of ‘The Fairly Oddparents’ where the exists in. To be able to see everything around
“Oculus Rift” was so popular that it caught imagined since the days of the “Atari 2600.” main character explored the Internet like this. me while moving in the first person it sounds
Facebook’s attention, and the company has been There are movies and episodes of TV shows I think it would be cool to be able to kind of walk really exciting to me,” Douglas said
purchased for close to two billion dollars and dedicated to actually being in a video game, and through the internet and see websites in a 3-D
Sony’s press release also mentions that
will be overseen by them.
with a virtual reality headset it’s the closest we’ll space instead of the vanilla way we currently this headset is still in the prototype stage,
Psychology major John Elliott explained that probably get for a long time unless holograms see it in,” Meteorology major Kevin Hines said. so functionality is still being improved and
a virtual reality headset could reignite his love or holodecks become easier to make and bring
The addition to virtual reality in movies or TV tweaked and there still isn’t a release day or
for video games.
home any time soon.
shows could also enrich those mediums. Being price known yet. The “Oculus Rift” retails at
“This past generation of consoles was
Another interesting application to virtual able to look around the set that a scene is taking $300 for developers, but the Sony VR Headset
disappointing to me game wise. There wasn’t reality technology could come in other media. place in, look around everything and actually could range between many prices depending on
much variety and most of the games were There is already a modification for the “Oculus being in the world the characters are in could technology and deals available once it is ready
generic shooters that I am not a fan of. Rift” that lets people explore Reddit in a 3-D add a whole new level of immersion to TV and to be released to the public.
Something like VR could just be the thing the space. Being able to explore the Internet in 3-D Cinema.
For more information on the Sony VR
industry needs to get its creative juices running could be interesting and many other gimmicks
On the official PlayStation blog, Sony posted a Headset, please visit bit.ly/1nCzdIn.
again,” Elliott said
could be implemented with it.
press release that describes the unveiling of the
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